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Tempo di Marcia.

Piano.

Nothing attracts a girl's eye
Like uniform and lace.

Girlie loves strain all militaire
When trumpets loudly bray.

Nothing will make a girlie sigh
Like banished the goblins, grief and care, mirth.

Military grace holds melodical sway
Quickly to window hearts beat in time to
girlie fly
martial tune
left, right, left, right
play. For the brave soldier boy is the life and the joy,
girls the world around.

Waving their hands the band goes by. With
Tinting her cheeks like rose in June. And the
military pace.

直营 begins to
Of the
rum-tum-tum of the

Brave soldier boy. 6048-3
martial drum Is to them a welcome sound.

brave soldier boy is the life and the joy Of the girls the

world around. For the rum-tum-tum of the

martial drum Is to them a welcome sound.